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Preface

Statement of Purpose
	 The following is an exploration into the issues surrounding off-channel distribution 

for televised content. The scope is limited to unscripted documentary television. The 

purpose is to see what options are available for secondary distribution, meaning after a 

televised program airs on traditional cable service, and what changes there are to the 

landscape of off-channel distribution. 

	 There are very real implications for embracing and avoiding digital distribution 

methods and the time and place at which any adoption is done. We must always consider 

that when we use terms like Cable Networks, that represents also channels, different 

divisions, affiliates and branches which employ thousands of people. The traditional 

television model is not broken per se, but there are real threats and issues which can not 

be ignored. 

 This paper is presented in three parts following The New School Case Study 

Methodology. The first is an examination of the  legal landscape which influences the issue 

at hand. The second is a case study of Discovery Communications Inc with a focused 

analysis of one company’s implemented strategies in this landscape. The third is a 

synthesis of where this issue lies in broad strokes, and where it may lead in the future.  

	 My aim is to explore these issues from very specific angles to gain insight and 

understanding of the dynamics driving decisions that are being made. 

Acknowledgements

	 Through my coursework i have focused on digital media strategy and law, this 

paper is the result of collected knowledge through not only my Media Management 

experience but through my Media Studies Masters study as well. I would like to 

acknowledge the courses and professors who have influenced and supervised the 

individual pieces of this paper. 
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	 Director of Graduate Certificate in Media Management Paul Hardart greatly 

supported and supervised the synthesis portion of this daunting topic. Paul also was 

Professor of Producers Craft, under whom i expanded my knowledge of the production 

process, especially in deal building from the content producers side. 

	 Deanne Torbert Dunning supervised the case study of Discovery Communications 

Inc under Competitive Strategies + the Brand Component and was greatly supportive in 

my pursuit of this topic under the very specific and focused scope of one company, 

analyzed in terms of strategic analysis and branding. 

 Michelle Bogre was very supportive in Intellectual Property in the Digital Age with 

my desire to explore the legal implications of off-channel distribution for television 

networks’ content in broad strokes. Though this was limited to 20 pages, it was a 

successful overview in terms of intellectual property rights and digital disruption to existing 

laws. 

 Ken Krushel changed the course of my academic focus through the classes Digital 

Media: Strategy and Implementation as well as Media Industry Perspectives: Digital Media, 

completely changing the way i thought, turning me from a techie, aspiring-editor into a 

would-be strategist. It was during these classes i began thinking of this very topic, but was 

overwhelmed by the complexity of the issue. At long last i can say i have the legs to stand 

on to understand this subject enough to discuss it logically. Whether or not i have an 

answer, is yet to be seen, don’t skip to the last page. 

	 Lynn Oberlander  revived my fascination with the legal system in Corporate 

Responsibility and the Law and gave me the jump start i needed to think in legal terms 

again. Her charge to think critically about current corporate legal disputes was a valuable 

tool in addressing future study. 

 Thank you all, i feel like I’ve earned two entirely different degrees in terms of 

knowledge, and practical application. I have already found the wisdom you’ve shared to be  

apposite to many life situations external of academia, and you will be remembered going 

forward into my career.  
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Cable Operators v. Cable  
Networks  in a Digital Rights 
War  

 Introduction

	 The Cable Television delivery system is a complicated ecosystem of content 

producers, aggregators, distributors and consumers. The scope of this paper is to 

investigate the changing landscape this ecosystem is currently undergoing and the legal 

pathways which led to the systems in place, as well as where those laws will lead in the 

future. 

	 In order to simplify the focus of this exploration, content producers and suppliers of 

televised content will be referred to as Cable Networks, and the companies that act as 

utility services to the consumer will be referred to as Cable Providers. 

 It is important to look into the history of the cable broadcast system, and key laws 

that will effect the way digital rights for televised content will be handled in the near future. 

There are also analogous situations in other copyright industries (publishing, motion picture 

and recording) that will be briefly mentioned to give context to the more technical aspects 

of television “online.” 

 The industry is taking many roads, in terms of taking television online; there is no 

industry-wide agreement and an abundance of legal contention. There is an underlying 

question of if the Cable Networks must strategically move together in order to protect their 

digital rights for the future viability of their product in an “off-channel” environment, or if it is 

to-each-his-own, to secure the best position for their network in whatever web-space they 

see fit. 
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	 To address this we must understand the options available to diverging networks, 

what alternatives there are to the Cable Television system, what preemptive moves that 

system is making, and what the networks could do to protect their digital rights.   

 

Outline and Analysis of Current Changes

 Copyright laws were designed, in theory, to encourage the creation and 

dissemination of new works and material by offering creators incentives in the form of 

control. Those incentives enable creators to earn income from the dissemination of their 

creations and share their works with the public.1 This thinking needs to be adapted to the 

reality that content creators and content owners are not always one-in-the same, but in 

order for the public to receive these protected works, the copyright system must work to 

the public’s advantage while compensating the content owners. 

 There are four major contributing entities that make this issue fascinating. In Reality 

Hunger, David Sheilds quotes John Berger, “Never again will a single story be told as 

though it were the only one;”2 eloquently expressing that this story has many perspectives 

which cannot be understood by just a single viewpoint. We will look at direct online 

competition to Cable Operators (Telecoms) in the form of the “Online Cable Company,” as 

well as the alternatives to cable services, which plug directly  into televisions but receive 

streams of queued data instead of programmed blocks. 

  We will also look at the way “old media” (cable operators and networks) meet on 

the digital battlefield to secure positions.  There are many laws that may come into play 

and many factors to consider We must look at how industry competitors are acting within 

the legal, competitive and societal landscape, before we can look forward to how they are 

enacting change. 

What is an Online Cable Company

History of Cable Broadcast
 Cable television in America arose from a need to bring broadcast television to 

regions that could not receive radio signals due to geographical limitations.  “Cable 

Companies” were simply companies that installed cables that made it possible for 
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households to receive the rebroadcasted signals of those broadcast networks available to 

all Americans at the time. Until the 1970s these companies did not have any original 

channel lineups that we are familiar with today. They were not infringing because they were 

providing a utility service, and directly accelerating the forming infrastructure of America.  

(Teleprompter Corp. v. Columbia Broad. Sys., Inc., 415 U.S. 394 (1974)) 

 Retransmission was at the heart of the industry from its very inception.  According 

to The Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of 1992, it “subjects the 

cable industry to rate regulation by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and 

by municipal franchising authorities; prohibits municipalities from awarding exclusive 

franchises to cable operators; imposes various restrictions on cable programmers that are 

affiliated with cable operators; and directs the FCC to develop and promulgate regulations 

imposing minimum technical standards for cable operators.”3 This was part of a broader 

deregulation, which occurred in the 90s leading to broader changes in the industry. The 

Telecommunication act of 1996 went a long way to do this, with the goal being  "to let 

anyone enter any communications business -- to let any communications business 

compete in any market against any other.”4

 Another major landmark of the 1990’s was efforts to create guidelines for copyright 

in digital space. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) makes all technology that is 

not expressly permitted, forbidden.5 The law protects communication services, and at the 

time deregulated the barriers that separated whole industries and spurred convergence. 

 Once cable operators began adding original programming and profiting, Congress 

saw fit to correct the perceived injustice by striking a balance; it would maintain the social 

benefit by allowing them to continue as a retransmission utility but also allow them to make 

statutory license agreements that would compensate copyright owners for the “public 

performance” of their works (17 USC 111).

Online Cable Operators 
 A Graduated Response is a series of steps taken over a period of time which 

encourages the cessation of undesired consumer behavior, i.e. pirating and unauthorized 
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file-sharing of copyrighted works. Online Cable Operators are a graduated response to the 

fact that certain televised content is not made available to certain people. This could be 

due to regional market restrictions, the carrier’s decision not to carry a network (or 

channel), or simply because the viewer does not have cable.  Regardless of the reason, 

illegal alternatives exist to view the content within 24 hours of airing.  

 An Online Cable Operator is a form of graduated response that ignores designated 

market area restrictions and franchise agreements and offers channel lineups to paying 

subscribers like a cable operator would.  In his book Moral Panics and the Copyright Wars, 

William Patry’s criticism is that “Graduated response is all stick and no carrot; as such, it 

can never accomplish its purported goal of encouraging lawful behavior because the 

industry refuses to respond to the consumer demand, and instead insists on suppressing 

it, even when third party ISPs are willing to do all the work.”6

 As a result some questions arise, including: Could there be a nation-wide online 

“cable operator” for the cable networks to license their digital rights to? Would this 

jeopardize their relationships with existing cable operators in the business of 

retransmission? Would this cable system be under the authority of the FCC?

  Ivi TV is at face value, a current example of “suppressing” a graduated response.  

Ivi TV was a service that provided televised content online, seeking to be considered a 

cable operator by the FCC and to set up licensing deals with networks. Ivi TV requested 

recognition as a cable operator and was turned down by the FCC and the networks, and 

began retransmitting broadcast signals on the Internet, without paying royalties. 

	 They claim that they approached networks to set up licensing arrangements, akin 

to how how a cable operator would; to which they were refused because they were not 

considered to be a cable system. Such a deal would directly compete with the Cable 

Networks other distribution. Ivi TV claims that although they are not under the benefits or 

regulations of the FCC as a cable operator, they would still be happy to pay for the content 

if they were allowed. While this was a good faith gesture, it is not a defense, having used 

the content without permission.7 
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Media3 - What are Alternative “Cable” Systems

	 An Alternative Cable system is any system that provides television content without a 

cable subscription. Systems include Roku, Apple TV, Vudu, 2Wire MediaPoint, Xbox, and 

Playstation 3 to name a few. These devices stream media from a myriad of online sources; 

the market is flooded with alternate ways to get media-cubed8  entertainment. These 

alternatives go through due process of licensing directly with content owners or are 

outsource to reputable subscription services, which acquires licenses for content. [Figure 

1] 

	 Permission is not always static in copyright. Licenses are given to multiple entities 

for one piece of content at any given time to increase distribution to multiple audiences. This  

is sound business strategy. The content owners (Cable Networks) deal with conflicts with 

the Cable Operators as they arise due to these alternate distribution deals.9 Most often, 

this content should be considered horizontally integrated, pooling from different materials 

from many different copyright-holding entities, like Networks. 

What are Secondary Distribution Channels Via Traditional Distributors 

 Cable Providers have begun to acquire or merge with other utilities as well as 

content providers (Comcast / NBC Universal) creating large conglomerates; Senator 

Bernie Sanders of Vermont suggests, “Once we allow companies to become this powerful, 

the FCC does not regulate them. They regulate the FCC.”10 

	 Time Warner was the first to introduce an iPad Application that streams the same 

signal as their cable broadcast.  Viacom is taking the legal lead in challenging the rights to 

live-stream on the device, and Time Warner Cable has filed for declaratory judgment for the 

right to stream content to any of its subscribers' devices, whether it is a TV set or an iPad. 

Viacom has a countersuit arguing that the two companies agreed to no such rights.

 Time Warner representative Jeff Simmermon explains "[W]e are very confident in 

our rights to distribute our programmers’ feeds over our cable distribution infrastructure to 

any digital device within our customer’s home. And some of our programming partners 
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have taken the position that our interpretation is wrong."11  Similar issues will be relevant 

with the Cablevision iPad App, Comcast’s “TV Everywhere” initiative, and the mobile 

communication possibilities with the AT&T and T-Mobile merger through U-Verse. 

What are Secondary Distribution Channels Via Direct Content Owners 

	 Direct Distribution Channels off-channel include vertically integrated web video 

portals provided directly from the owners12 of content to an audience without a middle-

man. The virtues of these systems are that the content remains within the network that 

owns the content rights, and they distribute it through a proprietary web viewing platform, 

with their own ad or subscription model. 

	 Many networks, channels and even shows provide limited full-length content to 

viewers. The most common model is to put the most recent episode up 24 hours after first 

airing, and remove it after a certain period of time. This is so it does not directly conflict 

with licensing agreements with cable operators, but is a graduated response to fill a 

market need before the syndication and home video rental cycle begins. 

	 This is a great option for copyright holders short term, providing a destination for 

viewers who missed appointment viewings and do not want to wait for the DVD/rental 

market period to begin. The main distinction between this and content partnerships with 

horizontally integrated portal sites and services like iTunes, is that there is no middle-man, 

and no excess licensing deals. 

Direction of these Changes 

 There are many directions in which the landscape is changing but the industry 

remains bound by the laws set forth previously.  Paul Ganley comments in his work The 

Internet, Creative and Copyright Incentives “It concerns how the cake is sliced not how big 

the cake is.”13  Different modes of distribution is good for consumers, it is good for 

competition as long as the competitors are not secretly the same entities. The important 

factor looking at these issues is that decisions made do not negatively effect content-

owners digital rights in the future if (and when) technology changes again. 
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 Technological infrastructure will change14  and the government could choose to 

more tightly regulate the Telecom industry. Copyright owners must be in a position to 

decide how to exercise their digital rights. As it stands they acquiesce that right to the 

cable companies to distribute through secondary services. On-demand and DVR are 

standard cable TV services, and were the foot in the door to this new issue. This minimizes 

transaction costs, is most cost effective, efficient to the consumer and matches consumer 

habits.  The next step requires content owners to strategize and “ensure that works 

produced match the preferences of consumers as revealed by their willingness to pay for 

them”15 and choose distribution methods which work to this effect.

Can there be an Online Cable Company

 The main concern with retransmission in the eyes of the FCC is the copyright issue. 

Were a company to produce a model, which would present itself like a traditional cable 

operating system but specifically in an online space, it is possible that it could exist.  

Stipulations like designated market areas would cause problems for local advertisers but 

Internet technology is vastly superior to broadcast. It is not “how can the market make me 

money” it is “how can I do things for the market”16 New franchising models could be built 

for the regulating body that would protect the consumer access as well as copyright 

holders’ rights. 

 Pantry points out that the delivery of copyrighted works over the internet  brings 

“different value propositions than those of the hard copy world, which is based on 

hierarchical production and distribution systems. Whether those systems were ever 

efficient, they no longer are.”17 

	 We saw an interesting case in Ivi TV (Ivi TV WPIX, Inc. v. ivi, Inc. 10 Civ. 715)) 

although what this company did was technically illegal;  there is a strong possibility it will 

appeal. If this case goes through all the appeals tiers and loses, it will be strategically 

unfortunate for their industry. Companies acting prematurely and in their best interests 

making decisions that make industry-wide change strategically, by creating a bad 

precedent that future companies will need to defend against. It will affect the future of their 

own industry in the name of serving their self-interests.
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Will Alternative “Cable” Systems continue to grow

 Acquisition of content is the key to this model’s success. Set Top Box and game 

console companies partner with third party services or set up direct content partnerships 

with content owners.  Competition already exists with traditional cable companies. This is 

at this time, a great alternative of limited offerings suitable for “cord cutters” 18 and 

supplementary programming. 

	 Bandwidth and spectrum allocation will of course be a continuing issue for us in the 

future. Data caps and net neutrality will be buzz words into the next few years. The 

industry standards for formatting web video are also still uncertain; Flash, Html-5, 

Silverlight, Java or one of the many open-source programming languages. 

Are Secondary Distribution Channels Via Traditional Distributors legal 

The Underlying Retransmission Issue 
	 Cable Operators are in the business of rebroadcasting broadcast signals. This was 

initially intended for the basic cable services available to everyone. Venturing into 

distributing a rebroadcast over (the same coaxial) cables that provide Internet to (the same 

paying) customers, fundamentally shifts this utilitarian service into something else entirely. 

 Cable companies are at their core a utility service which rebroadcast signals 

provided by content owners (cable networks) to which they pay licensing fees for their 

content (Title 17 USC  §111).  Cable Operators exist in Designated Market Areas and 

choose to carry a particular channel based on consumer demand and negotiations on the 

fee for the channel. 

 What is being done by these Cable Operators through Apps is a secondary 

transmission of a rebroadcast of the networks signal. Specific guidelines of the limitations 

of secondary transmissions from § 111. (a) reflecting the current issue include: 

1) The transmission is being done by an application licensed by the cable system, being 

delivered over the cable system’s coaxial or fiber optic infrastructure. I contend this is a 

blatant conflict of interest. The circumvention by making Apple the intermediary is a 

clever maneuver. 
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2) There is no limitation or guideline to what is being shown though this is hypothetical at 

this point. Channels were pulled on request. Must-carry rules and any other guidelines 

will need to be determined with time and will be determined by the original airing. 

3) In the case of certain companies like Comcast, content, communication channels, utility 

provisions and services are intermingled. 

4) Most authentication systems exist only in-home. Television applications on mobile de-

vices can not be brought outside the home of a subscriber, similar to satellite signal 

splitting regulations. 

5) In the case of Time Warner and the Apple iPad App - the secondary broadcast is mak-

ing a profit off the app. The application is incentive for cable TV subscribers to subscribe 

to their Internet service and vice versa as one must be subscribed to both services to 

receive the service. 

	 The simple fact is that these Cable Operators have in place already licenses which 

allow them to broadcast their signals. A compulsory or statutory license means that 

copyright owners do not have the ability to object to or stop uses covered by the license 

and are instead limited to receipt of a statutory license fee. These licenses are 

nonexclusive by nature, as networks must be able to deliver their signal to competing 

cable companies. It is unclear if this non-exclusivity goes both ways, or if cable operators 

can create sub licenses of their signal with third parties, based on licensed copyrighted 

material. 

	  A nonexclusive license is not a "transfer of copyright ownership." A nonexclusive 

license may be granted orally or implied from conduct. (Effects Associates v. Cohen, 908 F.

2d 555 (1990)) A third party application with Apple is another contractual license to run this 

application, in which Apple benefits by gaining user data, in lieu of a direct fee for the App. 

The rules of the contracts must have been clear in order for Time Warner and Cablevision 

to proceed with these applications. 

A History of Time‐ShiGing 
	  Businesses as copyright holders have acted in ways betraying a point-of-view that 

new technology is a potential threat to their existing business model, and they have in 

various ways, try to stop, control, or leverage that new technology.19 Streaming Apps and 

TV Everywhere can be viewed as a similar phenomenon, legally, to time-shifting. The 
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phenomenon we focus on now is specifically better qualified as platform-shifting, but an 

exploration of the history of home recording from analogue to digital is in order. 

	 The first consumer videocassette rivals, Beta, VHS, among others spurred the 

format wars of the 1970s. This was mainly a war between manufacturers, but as Patry 

points out, content owners, including several movie studios sought to ban VCRs entirely. 

This would be so they could market their own approved videodisc player would not offer 

consumers the ability to record television broadcasts,20 with the ultimate goal of protecting 

their televised content. The key focus of this was the fact that copies were being made at 

all. 

 Patry also points out that the invention of VCRs in turn facilitated the growth of a 

“vast new and unforeseen market for the movie studios in the rental and sale of videos for 

home viewing.”21 We see a similar situation in the invention of Digital Video Recorders. 

With DVR time-shifting became the key focus, and not the transitory copy itself. 

Digital Rights DisHncHon Compared to Time‐ShiGing 

	 To detangle the questions surrounding this issue we should look to other major 

copyright industries precedents in similar physical-to-digital litigation. There appears to be 

a trend of vulnerability and shortcoming in terms of transitioning to innovative technologies, 

typically because the major technological trends are being developed outside the 

publishing, music, film and television industries. 	  

  “The business models of these industries have remained fairly unchanged for many 

years—the basic model is to sell and distribute books, music, and movies to the public 

after choosing or financing the works. Although the music and movie industries have had a 

few major changes in format of distribution (books less so until recently), those changes 

were driven by technologies first developed by others.”22

	 In this context, several questions arise, including: are digital rights separate from 

broadcast rights? Is there a distinction in the services?  Should there be secondary licensing 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for this digital rebroadcast on non-television devices?  If mobile devices and personal 

computers are considered television devices do the same rules apply? 

 	 Time-shifting was the heart of Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 

536 F. 3d in which, the most important finding in this case was that:  

Cablevision’s system does result in the transmission of a performance of a work. 

However, the transmission was not “to the public” as required by the copyright act. 

In order to determine if a transmission was “to the public” a court must analyze the 

potential audience of the transmission. Because the Cablevision system only 

transmits a performance to a single subscriber, using a copy made by that 

subscriber, the transmission is not “to the public” as required by the copyright act.23

	 This concerns the copying of a device recording from the broadcast signal to an 

intermediary device attached to the television. The important distinction is that this was 

done through a dedicated device and not through a mobile (and networked) third party 

device like an iPad, and an application, which is another device that has other (theoretical) 

possibilities beyond DVRs for recording, transmission, sharing and alteration to the signal 

on the part of the user. 

	 In the recording industries we saw many digital conversion law suits as a result of 

MP3 and file-sharing technology, one in particular is analogous to the Cable Network / 

Time Warner iPad App dilemma. RIAA  sued a manufacturer of a personal MP3 player 24 

citing the Audio Home Recording Act of 1992. This amendment to the copyright act 

mandated a serial copy management system, introduced anti-circumvention provisions, 

and produced government-imposed royalties on devices and media to be paid to an 

industry. 25 The court found that the device was not a recording device, so there was no 

need to hold it to the requirements of the amendment. (Recording Industry Ass'n of 

America v. Diamond Multimedia Sys., Inc., 180 F.3d 1072, 51)   

	 In the case of the iPad App and other authentication systems like TV Everywhere, 

the devices in question are recording devices, networking devices and reasonably 

malleable to work outside the terms set forth by user agreements. We could reasonably 
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expect to see hacks for for these applications appear in the next few months to allow 

users without dual subscription to Time Warner or its competition. 

	 In publishing we have seen suits over eBooks where the reformatting is also in 

digital form, but it was still a book and therefore within the coverage of those licenses.26 

Speaking to the qualification of exclusive or digital rights in contracts the court added, "the 

law of New York, which determines the scope of Random House's contracts, has arguably 

adopted a restrictive view of the kinds of 'new uses' to which an exclusive license may 

apply when the contracting parties do not expressly provide for coverage of such future 

forms." (Random House, Inc. v. Rosetta Books LLC, 283 F.3d)

 Photography in publishing also saw similar treatment in the courts when National 

Geographic published an electronic version of some back issues and was sued by a 

photographer.27 This was a trial to determine the ownership of copyright. 28The district 

court held the work as a whole was allowed under Section 201(c) because it was merely a 

reproduction, faithful replica (photograph needed to maintain integrity) of the original 

collective work. The Court of Appeals vacated the lower court's verdict, determining that 

the idea of replica the sequence, in terms of copying, is like a “new cover on an 

encyclopedia set” did nothing to affect the original character of the contributions29 and that 

“the Sequence, compiled by the Society, constitutes copyright infringement”30 

JurisdicHon 
	 There are technical or transitory aspects which cable operators must follow 

concerning television sets and signals. It may be possible, though unlikely, that mobile 

devices will be treated as televisions and fall under regulatory jurisdiction of the FCC. 

Laws they must follow, despite different applications being built on different formats facing 

difficulties technically to apply to. They may be held responsible for upholding these rules, 

but it will fall on the companies hosting these Apps for these mobile devices to institute the 

method by which they are able to do so. 
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 47 U.S.C.S. § 560 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 

110 Stat. 136 requires cable operators to block undesired channels at individual 

households upon request. This means that (should stream in any way diverge from that 

designated house’s signal) that application and device companies must oblige these 

blockage rules as well. Furthermore in Section 551, "Parental Choice in Television 

Programming," Congress prescribed procedures for newly manufactured television sets to 

include a mechanism to block programs, referred to popularly as the V-Chip 31

Can there be Secondary Distribution Channels Via Direct Content Owners 

	 In the 1990s the Motion Picture and Recording Industries were granted new rights 

through the Digital Millennium Copyright Act is an amendment to the Copyright Act of 

1976 by gaining a right to control consumer electronics and act against new technologies 

before they are commercially released. These rights provided an enormous advantage. 

	 In this case few consumers had TV access on non-television devices. Cable 

Operators know that if they act first, customers will come to expect that they are the ones 

to provide this content. Where does this leave the actual content owners? Consumers only 

will react if channels are taken away from their mobile lineup, like in the case with 

Discovery, Newscorp and Viacom on Time Warner.32  

 There is a concept called anticircumvention, which “changes the market structure 

around copyrightable expression, giving the author of a creative work, or, more often, a 

group of copyright holders, the right and ability to control the market for playback 

technologies. It lets them leverage their statutory monopoly on expression into 

technology.”  33 This would manifest in Networks taking control of their secondary markets 

in digital space. 

	 We can look to the failures in the music industry, which were so focused on piracy 

prevention that they failed to create a graduated system to provide a digital demand. Use 

management needs to be the priority for copyright holders; copyright holders should not 

just wait for use management systems to come to them. Cable Networks need to create a 
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way in which they can delivery proprietary video through a proprietary use management 

system. Then in the centralized marketplace of the Internet, they can compete with both 

old and new media with the underlying fact that there is somewhere for the consumer to 

turn to - to get the works directly from the source, without any question of copyright.  

Implications of these Changes 

What Would an Online Cable Company do to the Cable Telecom Oligopy 

	 The Cable Operators have strong market positioning; between switching costs, 

governmental favor, control of resources and distribution methods, ability to scale pricing, 

customer demand, and in some cases extreme vertical integration. 

 “The utilitarian/consequentialist argument is based on the assertion that only by 

providing copyright protection will there be sufficient incentives for authors to distribute 

their works to the public.”34 The cable companies are going to deliver content to the 

customers, based on a balance of customer demand and negotiations in pricing on 

licensing fees with the Cable Networks. 

 The issue with having only one option (Cable Operators as they exist now) is that it 

does present something of an oligopoly. “In the digital space the end goal of a market 

economy is efficiency and that occurs through competition, not through monopolistic 

control of distributive channels.”35 The goal of the copyright act is to disseminate creative 

works; it ought not be to create complex systems that regulates the way in which it is 

disseminated.

Would Alternative “Cable” Systems Model the Traditional Cable System 

 This would be something new. Something Hulu may be trying to become, a sort of 

network-network; an Online Cable System ironically built out of traditional Broadcast 

Networks. There needs to be a new model, “the copyright industry’s business model for 

the Internet is one even more vertically controlled than it was in the world of physically 

distribution of copies; the consumers experience is to be rigorously prescribed and 

circumscribed: nothing is left to consumer choice or to innovation.”36 
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 Subscription services are valuable aggregators for long-tail sales, but for first-stage 

market it is competition.  “But the long tail is a decidedly mixed blessing for creators. 

Individual artists, producers, inventors and makers are overlooked in the equation. The 

long tail does not raise the sales of creators much, but it does add massive competition 

and endless downward pressure on prices. Unless artists become a large aggregator of 

other artist's works, the long tail offers no path out of the quiet doldrums of minuscule 

sales. “ 37

Who Would Own Rights in Secondary Distribution Channels Via Traditional 

Distributors 

 There has been an expropriation of these rights by licensees (by the federal 

government) because of technical specifications. “The myopia stems from corporate 

copyright owners’ adoption of control as their principal business model - closed systems, 

in which copyright owners tightly control everything connected to their works.38

 “Digital Guillotine”39 is a term Patry uses (qualifying Graduated Response) to reflect 

the  killing of a critical way people connect with the world and in some cases, eliminating 

their ability to make a living. Here it should be adapted to reflect the way the networks are 

being separated from their digital rights. 

 Platform-shifting assumes the cable operators have the right to use there licenses 

on other platforms than TV and that it is their right to deliver that content to the consumer 

on mobile devices. “The troublesome idea of digital rights management – that 

cumbersome system under which you own a copy of bits you bought, but not really, 

because they are still managed by the seller – would not exist.40

Could Secondary Distribution Channels Via Direct Content Owners Compete

 Corporate copyright owners should “not use the copyright laws to defend old 

business models” but should rather offer legitimate services” 41 they should instead look at 
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opportunities to reinforce rights properly and act now to protect their content in digital 

space. 

	 Many content owners, in television, provide at least some portion of their holdings 

to the public online. Though the model for monetization is still being developed, Networks 

are generally heading in this direction. 

Patry writes to his beliefs about media consumers:

 “I believe most people would embrace a social contract in which bits have value 

instead of being free. Everyone would have easy access to everyone else’s creative bits at 

reasonable prices—and everyone would get paid for their bits. This arrangement would 

celebrate personhood in full, because personal expression would be valued.”42

Concluding Statements

	 If an online cable company could exist, it will most likely arise from an old media 

source; it could emerge from the Cable Operators, a consortium of Cable Networks, or a 

collection of smaller media companies. 

 Systems of properties “for its entire history in the united states, copyright has never 

been regarded as a property right. Instead copyright has always been a regulatory privilege 

granted by the grace of Congress.”43 By the grace of Congress we will see what is legally 

allowed in the realm of television distribution off-channel. 

	 Resolution and conclusion are inherent in a plot-driven narrative,44 but there is no 

end to this story. We are still in the first season of this legal series. Soon more cases will be 

brought to court directly addressing the roles of specific entities in the television chain. It is 

also to be determined whether the case is that there is a role for copyright holders to play 

in the system - or if copyright holders have the power to shape the design of new markets. 
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A Case Study 
in Competit ive Strategy: 
Discovery 
Communications Inc. 

Summary

	 Discovery Networks (Discovery Communications Inc.)  is the parent company of 

many media brands but in the current digital landscape is a fascinating case study in the 

relationship between traditional televised programming and new content delivery and 

interactive user initiatives.  Discovery Communications is a multi-faceted, well known and 

respected media brand world-wide; it has a diverse portfolio, efficient operations, owns its 

own media and even systems by which it is disseminated. Its adoption of web based 

syndication is slow but may be strategically wise based on its position in the global market.  

[Figure 1]

Analysis

As a media brand the analysis must be adapted to take into account the attributes unique 

to its situation.  Though the market of documentary programming is not new, it is dealing 

in environments of new entry. 
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Strengths

	 Discovery Communications holds an enormous content library. Part of this content 

was produced in house through Discovery Studios45. The company has strategic 

partnerships with BBC46, Sony and Imax47. They furthermore have a private digital content 

archiving solution (Esther 2010) which translates their vast media library into 14 languages 

for licensing dissemination in their most popular overseas markets. 

	 Their portfolio boasts diversified assets which enrich and support each other while 

remain strong on their own merits. The Education Division48 provides educators with 

classroom tools to enrich learning and it also ties in with the Commerce49 Division which 

sells everything from videos and educational models to collectables. 

	 The Digital50 Division expands the brand into the world of web solutions; notable 

examples include petfinder.com which enriches the experience of the Animal Planet 

audience and treehugger.com which supports the Planet Green audience. The 

International51 Division expands the brands to tailor the packaging of the networks to fit the 

needs of individual market areas. 

Weaknesses

 Discovery Communications has experienced slow growth in the digital sector. They 

provide a wide range of content for viewers on their channels’ websites, including text-

based, video-clip, and interactive features but undervalued full-episode content. While 

other competitors recognize the demand for “freebees” to draw audiences into proprietary 

websites, Discovery elects currently to avoid this option. 

 Since the mid 2000’s we have witnessed a growth in reality-show oriented 

programming on their flagship Discovery Channel and TLC. Some have criticized  this as 

low brow entertainment (Silver 2010,) not meeting the standard of the audience Discovery 

is perceived to be reaching. This shift in quality may negatively affect the type of advertisers 
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they attract and the ad rates (calculated in cost per thousand or CPM) they receive, if it 

turns out their demographic has changed. 

 The Discovery brand is not pervasive throughout all their channels. This may speak 

to the strength of all their sub-brands individual equity, but we have seen a slew of failed 

and merged channels over the years, The Health Channel and Fit TV merged, Discovery 

Home, Travel Channel, Discovery Times, and others. Discovery also does the ad sales and 

distribution for BBC America and Travel Channel in North America, but is not directly 

associated with their operations’. 

	 The corporate structure and ad and commercial operations departments are 

effective and well managed making them attractive assets, but associating the viewer with 

the image of the Discovery logo and reminding them of the qualities that logo represents is 

an asset they should not ignore. 

Opportunities
	 There are Economic Opportunities on the horizon especially in the education sector. 

They are in half the classrooms in the US52 and have a growing presence in international 

classrooms53. 

	 Discovery is in the prime position (because of its thematic content of natural 

programming) to be easily translatable to international markets. Because of its existing 

archiving  technology it is easily transmitted globally to rapidly growing markets in Brazil, 

India and eastern Europe ("Cue the fish" 2010.)

	 Alternative distribution channels are currently emerging through devices that deliver 

cable alternatives. Discovery already provides its DVD library to Netflix subscribers. Other 

options are available currently, and other opportunities with unique monetization options 

will become available. 

Threats
 Economic threats are on the horizon. “Cord Cutting” (Reisinger 2010) is a trend 

becoming more popular and cable audiences are looking for cheaper substitutes for their 

entertainment needs online. There are technological threats to the company’s position, in 
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that they are being outpaced by their competition in the video-portal-syndication shift. 

Though they are making content available on netflix, there is no full-program content 

available on any other portal site. 

	 They have also made steps which are out of pace with their peers in the Time 

Warner iPad streaming App controversy, in that they pulled their programming and courts 

were brought in to determine the legality under the terms of their broadcasting agreements 

(Bond 2010.) 

	 Discovery is competing for viewers not just against other nature shows, 

documentary programming and contemporary reality series but against all dramatic 

television, and television alternatives.  Many networks are trying to reach the same pool of 

eyes with decreasing attention spans and more options to turn to. [Figure 2]
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Competition: 
 There are other non fiction un-scripted documentary channels available on 

television which directly compete with the same audience Discovery’s channels try to 

reach. A&E, National Geographic, Scripps and PBS all offer a variety of channels and 
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programs which directly compete for the same audience on the same medium through the 

same cables as Discovery. [Figure 3]
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Figure 3

	 Cable operators are in competition as well by diluting the market with alternative 

offerings. Cable broadcast networks at large including scripted, news oriented and sports 

networks are also competing for an audience that is not growing; subscribers to cable 

services receive channels in pre-packaged bundles chosen by the cable operators. 
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 Cable companies are at their core a utility service which rebroadcast signals 

provided by content owners (cable networks) to which they pay licensing fees for their 

content (Title 17 USC  §111.)  Cable operators chose to carry a particular channel, based 

on consumer demand and negotiations on the fee for the channel. 

 In the case of Time Warner, Cablevision and Comcast, they are venturing to release 

versions of “TV Everywhere”, authentication systems in which subscribers to data and 

cable can watch their cable on multiple devices. This venture significantly reduces the 

possibility for networks to provide this offering independently through any off-channel 

distribution in the beginning of a programs air cycle. 

	 There is the threat of the entry of new competitors, indirectly through new networks 

such as Doc Channel (available on Satellite and Direct TV only), expanding documentary 

divisions at HBO, IFC and Sundance also pose threats  of new competition for the same 

viewer pool. 

 There is the significant threat of substitute products or services. Discovery networks 

does not offer full length shows on its website streaming or on popular horizontally 

integrated video portals such as Hulu. There are many new options for off-channel, online 

and mobile viewing; consumers can turn to full-length content provided by Discovery’s 

competitors on their websites or on Hulu. The greatest substitution of Discoveries 

products is the re-broadcast of the cable channel signal on secondary systems without 

new licensing fees provided by cable operators.  

Buyers / Suppliers: 
 The chain of buyers and suppliers in a media brand is different than in the 

manufacturing of goods and provision of services. On the one hand cable operators 

supply the distribution channels by which the networks’ signals are carried, but they also 

buy the content to sell to their subscribers. Conversely the customers buy subscriptions 

but also are considered the currency by which ad rates are sold (impressions), making the 

audience the currency by which networks set their CPM to advertisers. [Figure 4] 

Regardless of the distinction, each of these segments are experiencing shifts in bargaining 

power. These shifts must be closely monitored by Discovery. 
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  The bargaining power of customers as buyers is increasing because the audience 

is shrinking. “Cable Cutters” are becoming an increasingly common phenomenon and 

unless Discovery starts to cross platforms there will be audience segments it will not be 

able to reach. Buyers will have the highest increase in bargaining power.  End users gain in 

bargaining power, because their scarce attention is highly valued (Feldmann 2002.)  

Discovery’s greatest asset is their translatability. The best emerging markets are in 

developing countries like Brazil and India and they’re already there, cost efficiently. 

 The cable operators have bargaining power as suppliers. Discovery’s television 

division's most valuable assets are their existing customer relationships and the billing 

relationships with the customer, which are through cable operators.  This is problematic if 

tensions are raised with iPad distribution.  Any increase in off-channel content offering will 

disrupt this relationship, but the competition is able to do it. It may be the case that the 

drastic actions taken with Time Warner will make a similar web-video-portal shift more 

difficult for Discovery. 
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 They will need to leverage the power of their brand to regain their digital rights.  

“License owners of media content can also increase their bargaining power in 

renegotiating digital rights of produced content. Production companies, those former 

suppliers to media companies, can close direct contracts with telecom operators and 

reduce the leverage of media companies as intermediaries between content producers 

and consumers.” (Feldmann 2002) If they are able to maintain quality content and be in-

demand, cable operators will feel customer pressure to carry them in spite of negotiation 

disputes. 

Personal Values of Key Implementers 

 David Zaslav  took over as CEO of Discovery Communications in 2008 (Forbes,) 

though he has not quite reached what the world would consider mogul status, he is 

reaching for notoriety as a figurehead of the company. He comes from NBC and brings 

with him a focus on digital media (Brady 2006.)  He recognizes there are growth 

“opportunities in markets like India, Russia and Romania”(Whitney 2010)  and that there 

must be a focus on international markets. 

  It was during his tenure  that Discovery’s reality tv oriented programming became 

more prevalent.  Zaslav, also very vocal about the green movement, (C21Media  2010) has 

been called “today's fair-haired boy of television executives” (Rose 2001)  and his dealings 

with Oprah have brought him great publicity. 

 Since he took over  “Revenues shot up by 40% to nearly $3.8 billion from 2006, 

while cash flow, a key benchmark for media companies, more than doubled to $1.7 billion 

during the same period. Its stock price has tripled since Zaslav took the company public in 

2008. (Rose 2001)  The company made a profit of $372m in the second  quarter of 2010. 

According to the Economist, “that is about as much as the film studios of Fox, Paramount 

and Warner Bros put together”54 ("Cue the fish" 2010) and is considered a “reliable racket.”  

 Zaslav has streamlined its children's entertainment channel, rebranding Discovery 

Kids as “Hub”, striking a deal with Hasboro to create a joint venture to integrate their “rich 

portfolio of brands and entertainment properties that provides some of the highest quality 

and most recognizable play and recreational experiences in the world.” 55  
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	 Zaslav  (2001) says "The traditional cable business is a dual-revenue stream, but to 

be successful in the kids business you need a third one, merchandise," (Rose 2001.)

Social Expectations 

	 Customers at large expect quality content from Discovery.  Their audience does not 

expect basic entertainment and there is a presumption of substance.  Their target 

audience is the upper middle class, educated adult 25-54 demographic. 

 	  In the background and throughout their content they have a focus on education. 

Their outreach efforts overseas involve the creation of learning centers56 in developing 

nations to aid with classroom equipment needs and teacher training. 

	 There is also a common ignorance in the television audience, of the complex 

(political, economic and technical) ecosystem that brings them cable television.  The 

audience deals directly with their service provider, and expectation of undisrupted service 

is present. A period rich with disruptive technologies and unclear digital rights will prove 

challenging for any company bold enough to exercise their rights against the suppliers of 

distribution. 

Recommendations

	 First, Discovery must address its syndicated content positioning off-channel, then it 

must differentiate from the competition on the digital landscape. It must, meanwhile 

maintain its existing relationships with distributers and the subscription audience and 

continue expanding globally. 

Web Syndication 

	 Discovery is in a good position to leverage its brand equity in the digital space, 

viewers would instantly recognize the logo and trust the source over newer entrants if it 

provided web content. There are benefits to web syndication and web production alike.  

	 There is currently no full length video catalogue available to the public, the 

exception being limited offerings on Netflix.  Their website offers alternative content in 
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support of the broadcast, but these are support features like games, video clips, photo 

galleries and articles, they are not stand alone content. 

	 There is no alternative to the broadcast other than on-demand service or dvd 

viewing down the line. All comparable competitors distribute through DVD and On-

Demand but also are streaming and have adopted other mobile options.  Digital 

Distribution is a possibility through direct-on site streaming, through a web portal, like Hulu, 

or for direct download on iTunes. 

	 This opportunity brings new revenue streams, through fee, subscription, ad and 

hybrid models.  The web syndication model is specifically valuable, although it is a new 

platform there is no heavy investment to medium-tailored content, it is just another way to 

sell the developed-content to existing and new customers. This is cost efficient. and would 

be operationally effective and is well suited for an established media brand like Discovery.

	 There are two different kinds of branded video portals which entertainment brands 

can deliver their content on, horizontally and vertically integrated web portals. Discovery 

could deliver a vertically integrated web portals on discovery.com, and its sister networks. 

  The key distinguishers of a Vertical portal are that they are owned and operated by 

the company, the monetization model is determined in-house, all user data is tracked by 

the company, ad sales would be done directly through the networks’ ad sales department. 

Strategic partnerships with advertisers could be set up for unique and interactive 

advertising for specific programming, and the company can learn directly from the viewing 

audience.  Currently Discovery is the last holdout in adopting this option of its closest 

competitors.  This decision may be based in its position as a distributor itself, or because 

its materials are so valuable in many international markets (and stand up to time) that short 

term distribution is not a priority. The latter will ring true to programming with a longer shelf-

life;  this is not so with much of the personality driven reality-series, which deal with todays 

issues with a western view. 

 Horizontal portals are aggregated from different sources, commonly through what 

are called “content partnerships” and the viewer watches a variety of content through a 

destination site like Hulu.com or Netflix. The issues with adopting this model are that the 

company loses potential revenue to a third party distributer, they lose the tracking 

capability of that viewer’s movements online, the viewer is also confronted with competitive 

programming and strategic association oriented ad branding opportunities (and their 
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higher CPMs) are lost to the distributing party. Discovery is also one of the last holdouts on 

this front except for on Netflix. 

 Under the leadership of Zaslav, with digital management experience and 

perceivable high industry aspirations,  and with proper planning, it could attain a truly 

unique selling proposition for customers. This could manifest in an improved variant of 

models which exist  or a platform the likes of which we’ve never seen. The situation that 

faces all networks is pressing and the viewer pool is not growing in America.  [Figure 6] 

There are many new viewing platforms and great competition for attention. 

 Discovery’s closest competition has limited full length video content available 

steaming but Discovery does not. Is this smart?  There are a number of elements to 

consider in assessing how they should proceed digitally. They have to think globally as 

opposed to these other companies. They must also look at how competitors are profiting 

from online ventures. They must make sure it falls in line with their core identity and will 

enhance the brand. 

Differentiation Online  

 Discovery is a strong brand, and under the leadership of Zaslav will move into the 

webspace. Though it is moving slow, this may mean it is moving strategically, “where there 

is a will, there is a way to differentiate.” (Trout 2000)    

	 Being first can be an advantage, but they missed out on that.  Becoming first to 

achieve the customer sweet spot and create a truly unique monetized vertically integrated 

web video portal, domestically would be an achievement.  Becoming first in emerging 

markets would be an advantage. Being the latest and doing it right is a better option over 

being first to market. They have maintained attribute ownership. They are making motions 

to maintain digital rights, unlike their competitors. They are in the same boat as Newscorp 

and Viacom with the iPad app 

	 Discovery is a leader in digital media in the classroom. It has the history and 

heritage. 

It is a specialist in its markets, and submarkets, especially in education and commerce. 

The digital entertainment landscape will not likely be the flagship of their digital holdings, 

but it will be a significant revenue driver if they can market their content to audiences who 
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do not subscribe to cable television, or do not receive certain channels with their 

subscriptions. 

 Discovery could be a “Preferred Provider” (Trout 2000), people will buy what they 

think they should have. The advantage to opening a proprietary video portal is that they 

would have their own customer base. This could be done through advertising, or by other 

means like subscription if they saw fit to try a network package based on their vast media 

holdings. 

	 Cable subscribers do not get every channel from Discovery Networks available, 

they are supplied regionally by the cable companies, so they could fill in the blanks by 

offering an a la cart menu of subscriptions to missing channels in a Designated Market 

Area (DMA) which does not offer a specific channel. 

 Discovery already makes their products in a special way. Discovery already 

embraces the specialized production of its content, embracing HD and 3D technology, 

there is a wealth of interactive formats available online which can be utilized by the 

company to further their production quality, if the episodes are being viewed online the 

viewer need-not travel elsewhere to “do” anything asked of their advertising. 

 What must be achieved is operational effectiveness (OE), in developing a proprietary 

and profitable web platform while their rivals do so, and do it better. “Operational 

effectiveness includes but is not limited to efficiency. It refers to any number of practices 

that allow a company to better utilize its inputs by, for example, reducing defects in 

products or developing better products faster.” (Porter 1996) Speed will not be as 

important to Discovery, as quality of the platform. 

	 Discovery will need to create strategic positioning to take what its rivals are doing, 

and do things differently. It has the organization and content to create a system by which a 

wholly unique web portal is created, ad content is sold, viewers are engaged and profits 

are made.  The main pitfall will be the strain it puts on existing contractual agreements with 

Cable Operators. 

 When “Firms feel the effects of each others’ moves and are prone to react to them” 

it is called an Oligopoly (Porter 1980 p 88) Strategic planning by oligopolists needs to take 

into account the likely responses of the other market participants. (Porter 1980). The 

current situation calls for action that will improve Discovery’s position and improve 
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competitors positions for the better future of content owners’ positioning in the future of 

digital competition. 

Maintaining Core Market  

	 Discovery must continue to expand globally with its nature programming, this fits 

with Porter's cost drivers and manufacturing resources and  capabilities. The firms driving 

this strategy often drive their costs lower through investments in efficient scale facilities, 

tight cost and overhead control, and cost minimization's in such areas as service, sales 

force, and  R&D. 

 They’ve produced these products which are sellable items overseas, these sales 

manifest in two forms. The international broadcast through their channels in markets that 

carry the channel, and their already-translated acquisition library of licensable media for 

markets that do not carry the channel that would like to show programs or footage from 

programs. 

 Domestically it will face the challenge of challenging its cable operators in certain 

DMA’s, who aggressively pursue secondary marketing to cable subscribers on mobile and 

web devices. Though these devices do not pose a threat outside of the home, they do 

pose a threat to the principle of digital rights to the content owners and it sets a precedent 

that could have detrimental repercussions to digital rights down the line. 

	 By taking the hard steps and unpopular position of challenging the iPad app 

through Time Warner, Discovery is banking on their brand strength to pull them through, 

but their customers will clearly not understand what they are trying to achieve.  This will be 

seen by the industry as a positive paradigm, once the process is complete, and as long as 

service disruption is minimal they will suffer little negative publicity. 

Implications		 	

Subscription, Advertising and Hybrid Models in a Vertically Integrated Web Space

 There are clear motivations for engagement in the video web diversification. 

Consumers are looking for instant gratification, and media companies strive for leveraging 

their brands, and strengthening their customer relationships to their audience and their 

advertising clients.” (Feldmann 2002)  Discovery needs to diversify its strategies in 

providing off-cable distribution. 
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 Vertical portal integration would be a great option for them, as they are capable of 

doing it differently, and doing it well. They must also explore the common subscription and 

ad based horizontally integrated sites like Hulu. With the growing popularity of Set Top 

Boxes or Digital Video Boxes, this is a market alternative to cable services that cable 

networks can not ignore. Diversifying will ensure networks get the most life out of their 

costly products. [Figure 5]

  Figure 5

Console Media Source Users Pay Issues / Features 

Roku Netflix
Hulu
Amazon  
ABC, NBC, CBS, Fox 

Upfront - $99 
+ Service 
Subscriptions* 

Needs more content 
No Browser
No Netflix Queue Management 
No Surround Sound

Apple TV Dedicated Set-top:
iTunes Store
Deals with Major Movie 
Studios 

Upfront - $215 - 
$329 
+ Rental / 
purchase fees 

Can view iTunes library 
Offers Free and Premium content 
Stream from PC/Mac 
Streams in HD and Surround Sound 
Does not work with SD TVs 
No Browser 

Vudu  Dedicated Set-top: 
Deals with movie studios 
TV shows 
Adult content 

Upfront - $125 - 
150 
+ Rental

Full 180p HD + Surround Sound 
Limited library 
Can!t stream media from Networked 
devices
No browser
Has porn 

2Wire 
MediaPoint 

Blockbuster OnDemand Upfront - $99  
(comes with 25-
movie download 
credit) 

Built-in Ethernet, networking 
No HD
No Browser

Xbox Netflix 
Hulu Plus
Zune
Amazon
Deals with TV networks 
like ESPN
Deals with Movie Studios 

Upfront - 
$199-400

No Browser 
Newest release comes with built in 
wireless
New deals being made 
Also a DVD player and gaming console 
Networkable
Watch Videos with Friends, “In party” 
communicate using controller and 
headset 

Sony Playstation 3 Sony PlayStation Store:
Deals with movie studios 
TV shows 
Web Browser: Open

Upfront - $400
+Rental / 
Purchase fees 

Gaming Console
Has Web Browser: Any web video 
available. 
Built in Wifi
DVD and Blu-Ray player 

* Service subscriptions are not to the device companies, but to services like netflix or 
hulu which can be viewed from other platforms other than this device. 

Figure 7
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  That said, online video is not fully vetted and the monetization processes are still 

being developed. Discovery and its competitors are the players who must shape what best 

practices are for non-scripted content in the digital age. Make no mistake; there are 

alternatives that are available online.  

 There is a school of thought that the mobile internet leads to cooperation in the 

“media, entertainment, and wireless telecommunications industries. (Feldmann 2002) With 

this cooperation, much bargaining power will shift to the consumers of mobile services, 

media companies like discovery need to reevaluate their activities expressed by the value 

chain and their position in the industry’s value chain considering all the factors discussed 

above. 

 Another key advantage in competing in mobile space is the direct targeting in 

advertising. One key complaint of advertisers on television is that the audience is generally 

unknown and unengaged.  Though there is no guarantee that online advertising will 

succeed in engaging customers, a vertically integrated web portal allows the operations 

and ad-sales department to track viewer’s information more directly. 

 More than just age, gender and region, web viewers open their cache’s up to portal 

providers like treasure chests of target-specific information that would be invaluable to 

pairing programming to advertisers. There must be awareness of “the West's economic 

slump [which has been] sapping the earning power of the young. In March the 

unemployment rate among Americans aged 20 to 24 was 15%. “ ("Peggy sue got," 2011)  

it is important that Discovery’s prime age demographic be broken down to identify its key 

buying markets. 

 Considering its advertising strengths and the potential markets, it should continue 

to put more energy into its ad department.  “A firm that depends on advertising needs to 

attract valuable consumers. A firm that relies on subscriptions, by contrast, cares only 

whether its consumers pay their monthly bills.” ("Peggy sue got," 2011)

	 Discovery has never been directly concerned with billing, if it chooses to begin an 

web portal with a subscription option, it will need to begin an entirely new operation and 

break new ground. Advertising is a strength it has to leverage this potential weakness on in 

the transitionary time as it adjusts into this new platform. 
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Barriers 

 One implication of the introduction of an a la carte menu in specific DMA’s is 

government intervention due to specific franchising agreements through the FCC and local 

regulatory bodies and that region’s cable operators.  “Online cable operators” have already 

been shutdown in federal courts(WPIX, Inc. v. Ivi, Inc. 10 Civ. 715 SDNY 2010) and that 

time-shifting or buffering on the part of cable operators is legal.(Cartoon Network LP, LLLP 

v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F. 3d 121 - Court of Appeals, 2nd Circuit 2008.) It may be 

difficult for any network to set up a proprietary service to offer their channels in an 

alternative setting whatsoever to customers without cable subscriptions. 

 The easiest solution is in place now, offering the internet audience select freebees, 

with select advertising. This is done in a limited fashion to avoid conflict with cable 

providers. This is attractive to young audiences in particular, who are savy enough to pirate 

the episodes they want if they can’t get it elsewhere. This leads to a very good reason for 

discovery and other networks to erect paywalls. New media adopters are beginning to 

age, and they are letting the middle-aged and the old discover they can have 

entertainment for nothing. 

	 As ease of use on the internet, and the older generations with spending power 

become more adept and willing to use these tools, there must be structures in place which 

resemble traditional pay systems they can switch too or subscribe simultaneously too. The 

important thing is to give them the option to pay, to make the content available, and not 

through mirrors and file-cropping sites. 

	 Discovery is flexing their digital rights muscle, presently. This will prove challenging 

to justify to their consumers now.  The common misconception consumers have, is that 

channel offerings in any form, now, are a benefit to them. They fail to recognize the 

potential long term harms that will come of current increases in services they receive, and 

vilify companies that seem to be taking away from them.

	 Domestic digital growth will be the most challenging and creative enterprise on the 

horizon. They are under the leadership of the type of executive to drive this sort of change, 

and have strategic allies in Newscorp and Viacom to fight the digital rights fight against the 

telecom oligarchy.   

 It will continue to grow globally. It must be careful to avoid “borrowed first” 

companies who may take their successful (although western) show, or even channel 
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models and adept them for different regions.  The International Division’s presence in 32 

countries is helpful, but it does not protects them globally.  It must also be aware this can 

occur domestically. (Csqueeze 2006.)

	 In the long term Discovery is aware of its strengths and knows the course it is set 

on will benefit the company competitively in terms of positioning, and will also be beneficial 

to the industry as a whole. It will garner respect for the short-term detrimental effects it will 

feel and pull through a stronger institution for the struggle.
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Syntheses 

Introduction
Non-fiction, unscripted documentary-style television is a popular form of entertainment in 

America. There are a variety of networks dedicated to this format.  Branded channels 

include Discovery networks, National Geographic Television & 

Film, A&E Television Networks, and The Public Broadcasting 

Service. [FIGURE 1]

These broadcasting umbrellas provide offerings, which range 

from serious documentary to entertainment with the exception 

of PBS, their monetization model similar to entertainment-

oriented programming networks, but their acquisition model, 

public perception and distribution through traditional and 

digital avenues offer a unique perspective on the changing 

status of the media industry.

 Now more than ever the landscape of television is changing 

and the future of non-fiction television on and off-channel 

continues to evolve.   Comcast Entertainment’s “TV 

Everywhere,” Cable Vision and Time Warner Cable’s iPad 

Apps bring to light the expanding reach of cable operators’ 

aspirations.   Legal and regulatory roadblocks will come into 

play, but strategic decisions must be made on the networks’ 

part in order to make the best decision for their companies in 

the changing landscape of digital technology.

 The competitive landscape will also require the 

implementation of bold and risky strategic moves, that may be 

performed concurrently by all networks to force industry-wide 

change, or may be piloted by individual networks to break 
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Figure 1.
A list of unscripted  and documentary oriented 
Networks and their branded channels.
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ground for others. Documentary television networks still face competition from scripted 

news, sports and entertainment channels as viewing options, while increasingly off-channel 

video portals are growing more popular.   “2.07 million U.S. television subscribers will have 

"cut the cord" between 2008 and the end of 2011”57  dropping their cable service in favor 

of cheaper web-based options.  Despite this risk cable operators remain consistently the 

most profitable sector in Media. [ FIGURE 2] These networks must make strategic choices 

before there are polices instituted and new entrants to technologies become market 

dominant. There are trends that documentary networks must be aware of to position 

themselves to weather the competitive digital storm already brewing. 

Figure 2
Ernst & Young’s Global Media and Entertainment department has found that cable operators were the most profitable out of a 
group of ten media sectors, and cable networks weren’t far behind in third place, with interactive media breaking the pair up 
by claiming second place.“cable operators placing first at 39%; interactive media, 36%; cable networks, 33%; satellite TV, 
27%; publishing, 20%; conglomerates, 18%; TV broadcast, 16%; electronic games and film and television production, both at 
12%; and music, 9%.” (Ernst & Young, March 14, 2011)
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Television: The Way We Once Were

 Once upon a time we had television services 

and phone companies. Then the 90’s happened and 

with the Telcom act of 1996 we saw an age of 

deregulation which lead to massive convergence of 

communication utility services. [ FIGURE 3] These 

services providers were generally contracted by local 

government commissioning bodies for an area to 

provide their services in what amounted to a local 

monopoly. The technical differences types of 

services(data, voice, cable) are becoming 

indistinguishable in many respects. 

	 The traditional production model has also begun to change due to technology and 

sociological change. There was a time when documentary film makers had to choose from 

distribution (depending on the format) through the film festivals circuit, which was ultimately 

in pursuit of larger distribution through theatrical release, home video or broadcast deals. 

Short-form or episodic content producers had limited opportunity to pitch ideas for full 

series without existing professional or personal connections.  Throughout the 90s and 

Naughts we also saw a rise in independent content producers and more do-it-yourself 

distribution. 

 Media content production and acquisition methods often vary, where programs are 

commissioned to appeal to a target demographic.  “The model is not vertical – it’s 

circular”58  thereby shows will be picked up by networks at different points of the 

production process.   Content can be produced in-house, out-sourced or acquired. With 

the rise in internet there is a balance between content-seekers and producers seeking to 

have their content developed or distributed. 

	 Appealing to a large but focused audience is two-fold; it must justify its rates to 

advertisers to make the highest price point (measured in Cost per Thousands or CPM) 

possible and sell as many available spots in an available hour to make money directly. 
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Secondly, it must justify being carried by the cable operator by maintaining customer 

demand in a specific Designated Market Area (DMA). 

	 Advertisers and cable operators can be 

considered both suppliers and buyers in the 

economic cycle of the network. [FIGURE 

4 ]	 They supply advertising revenue, brand 

associations, licensing fees, and distribution 

channels while buying ad space, brand 

associations, content, and the associated brand 

equity of carrying a reputable network.  The 

bargaining power is in constant shift between 

suppliers and distributers due to changing 

technologies. 

	 Recent disruptions in the relationship between cable operators and networks have 

illustrated how quick an operator will drop a network when it deems its demands 

unreasonable.

Changes in the Competitive Landscape

Cable Television Viewing

 Appointment viewing is quickly becoming an antiquated concept with introduction 

of new technology. Cable operators have long been offering on-demand services as well 

as digital video recording features. DVR, in particular, allows advertisers to calculate ratings 

based on viewers live + 3 days after original airing.    Traditional programming formats still 

exist with the exception that viewers can choose when to watch a newly aired program.  

“Watching what’s on TV  at that time  is not going to be significant in 5 years, 10 years at 

most.59” 

 According to The Pew Social and Demographic Trends Center, consumers are 

increasingly less likely to buy a TV set at all. Data now show that “ 42% of Americans say 

they consider the TV set to be a necessity”60  this figure was 64% in 2006.61 [FIGURE 5] 
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Figure 5

Pew Research Data Social & Demographic Trends - What Americans Need.  

Focus on the trends on TV sets and Cable services in 2006 and 2010.
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The percentage and difference in four years based on pew 

research data on what americans deem as necessary. 

2006 2010 Difference in 
4 Years

TV Set

Cable Service

0 17.5 35 52.5 70

What Americans Need: 06-10

  

!

!"

Television and Cable TV 

Percent rating each item as a necessity 

Television

64

53

61

71

73

63

66

65

63

62

66

All adults

18-29

30-49

50-64

65+

Internet user

Non-user

$100K+

$50K to $99K

$30K to $49K

Less than $30K

Family Income

33

24

28

37

50

32

37

39

31

29

32

Cable or Satellite TV

 
Notes: Luxury and don’t know responses not shown. 
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 Rating Needs by Age 

Percent rating each item as a necessity 

 All Age Age Age Age 
 Adults 18-29 30-49 50-64 65+ 

 % % % % % 

Car 91 90 95 93 84 

Clothes washer 90 84 91 92 92 

Clothes dryer 83 75 83 86 87 

Home air conditioning 70 67 66 72 77 

Microwave 68 72 61 69 75 

TV set 64 53 61 71 73 

Car air conditioning 59 52 56 64 71 

Home computer 51 55 60 53 25 

Cell phone 49 57 53 44 38 

Dishwasher 35 30 33 37 44 

Cable or satellite TV 33 24 28 37 50 

High-speed internet 29 34 32 30 14 

Flat screen TV 5 8 2 4 7 

An iPod 3 8 2 2 2 
 

Sample size 2,000 248 661 573 470 

 

Notes: Luxury and don’t know responses not shown. 
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Rating Needs by Family Income 

Percent rating each item as a necessity 

 All  $50K- $30K- Under 
 Adults $100K+ $99K $49K $30K 

 % % % % % 

Car 91  96 95 92 88 

Clothes washer 90 94 92 90 87  

Clothes dryer 83  90 87 85 77 

Home air conditioning 70 73 67 65 71  

Microwave 68 72 65 60 72  

TV set 64 65 63 62 66  

Car air conditioning 59 71 60 53 57  

Home computer 51 71 60 47 38  

Cell phone 49  68 50 47 40 

Dishwasher 35 54 38 28 27  

Cable or satellite TV 33 39 31 29 32  

High-speed internet 29  54 34 18 20 

Flat screen TV 5 5 4 3 6  

An iPod 3  5 3 3 3 
 

Sample size 2,000  313 478 359 481 

 

Notes: Luxury and don’t know responses not shown. 
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Generations Apart Percent rating each item as a necessity:

Television: Whether the item in question is the basic television set, 
the flat-screen television, or cable and satellite television service, 
the pattern is the same: The older the respondent, the more likely 
the person is to say these things are necessities of life.2, 3



Off-Channel Viewing Options - Substitute Offerings and Diluted Revenue

 Television channels also face growing competition from  “Off-channel” distribution 

networks. [FIGURE 6 ] These networks come in many forms.  There are aggregating sites 

like documentarywire.com and documentaryheaven.com that collect documentaries from 

other video portals.    There are also documentary portals that differentiate from 

aggregators by acquiring documentaries and housing the media themselves.    Examples 

include herflix.com which is a fee-based film portal for films made by women and films 

about women with a large documentary section. The portal allows for streaming and the 

purchase of dvd of independent and major films directly acquired from content producers. 

Another is snagfilms.com which offers full-length documentary films for free and 

encourages sharing. 
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 These substitute offerings do not yet offer a vetted monetization system for the 

content producers and rights holders providing content to them. Larger players seek well 

known web-based portals which provide a monetization system in place, whether it be 

subscription, fee based, ad supported or a hybrid system. Hulu, Youtube and Netflix all 

report making profits to date. Hulu is said to have made a profit despite providing “50 
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percent to 70 percent of all ad sales to its content partners, who supply its 

programming.62”

 Set Top Box or digital video players  like Roku stream internet video straight to the 

viewers TV.    They make the online-viewing more akin to watching television by referring to 

sites as channels63 and denoting services like Netflix and Hulu Plus as “premium channels” 

through which any number of Discovery, History Channel, NatGeo or PBS’s programs can 

be viewed with limited (if any) commercial interruption. “You’ll be choosing this stuff online, 

you’ll be able to watch it on TV but if you’re watching that on f you won’t be watching 

what’s on TV at that time.”  64

 Off channel distribution channels are “very open to deals right now. “ Content 

producers are currently “making deals right and left with these box top [companies] to 

have [their content] be able to be streamed on their machines. They’re wanting to build 

content.... They’re looking for other content to enrich the choices.” 65 

“TV Everywhere”

 	 TV Everywhere is an authentication system by which subscribers to a cable 

operator and data service can watch their broadcast cable channels on multiple devices 

such as computers and mobile devices in addition to their televisions. This is limited to 

within the home of the subscriber. 

	 There are certain implications with this technology which create strategic road 

blocks for the entire industry as a whole; these include the invitation governmental scrutiny, 

the intensification of competitor rivalry, and a situational oligopoly. 

 The relationship between cable operators and networks is already vulnerable. Cable 

television system operators generally make their own selection of channels and programs 

to be distributed to subscribers in response to consumer demands.66  Porter described 

this phenomenon, when “firms feel the effects of each others’ moves and are prone to 

react to them67” it is called an Oligopoly (Porter 1980.) Strategic planning by oligopolists 
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needs to take into account the likely responses of the other market participants.  moving 

first into new technologies risks the existing relationships with their cable operators. The 

monicker of being first to market also does not provide a viable barrier to later entrants, 

who may enter stronger. Ignoring the technology, however, leaves a network’s digital rights 

at risk of being claimed by more aggressive market participants in the chain. Being 

unwilling or unprepared to fight for them and act accordingly is a strategic decision in itself, 

a poor one. 

	 There are many issues at play with this authentication system.  The signal is brought 

to the customer by the cable operator via their coaxial or fiber optic cables, into the home, 

based on existing licensing agreements with cable networks for broadcast to television 

sets. Though this may seem an arbitrary distinction, it brings into play factors such as 

government regulation in the form of the FCC. This regulating body has sets of rules for the 

physical devices and spectrum by which the cable operators deliver signals and by making 

analogous televisions and iPads, it gives them the same authority to institute measures like 

the V-chip. 

 The Government also has the authority to allocate spectrum for any broadcast 

service that transmits wirelessly.68 It possible that America's infrastructure could undergo 

changes in the next few decades which would result in wired and wireless transmission 

becoming more ubiquitous, even going so far as to “replace the telephone copper wire 

networks and cable TV coaxial cable infrastructure,”69 in pursuit of a more cost effective 

delivery of data, cable and voice services for many parts of america. 

	 Cable operators are under the supervision of regulatory agencies. There are 

instituted policies to prevent monopolies from occurring in the market among systems 

which provide cable, voice and data. New personal entertainment devices however are 

generally in the hands of the free market. 

	 The control over iPad applications in the hands of operators removes the viability of 

networks or producers to release content through that vehicle without risking the already 

strained association. While license owners retain some bargaining power in renegotiation 
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of digital rights, we have so far seen the distributers gaining the upper hand in maintaining 

digital distribution70.   

	 The cable networks and any content producer that retains their rights to televised 

content must be fully aware of their syndication options in any eventuality.  Each market 

participant must position itself with enough flexibility to maneuver with any decision made 

in Washington, operate in such a way that it can continue its relationships with the cable 

operators who deliver their billable audience, and also break new ground in exploring new 

markets and new technologies without weakening their position. 

(Mobile) Internet Viewing 

	 The issue of who controls this content is complex.  On one level, there exist 

contracts detailing the rights to every individual piece of intellectual property in a given 

production from music to authorship of the piece; there are also provisions in licensing 

agreements as to the period of time in which content is permitted to be used by a 

broadcast system or viewing platform.  Cable networks have bargaining power in terms of 

their own digital rights, as far as their partnering cable providers find their content valuable 

to their service line-up. These contract provisions are relatively new, and with the launch of 

new channels we should expect to see specific provisions for digital rights.

	 The distribution of the digital content can be integrated either vertically or 

horizontally. A horizontal video web portal is one the network does not operate, it merely 

utilizes to house content and collect a share in ad or subscription revenue. Examples 

include Netflix and Hulu, which National Geographic, A&E Discovery and PBS take 

advantage of.  

 A vertically integrated video web portal is utilized by all but Discovery, and this is 

characterized by being owned and operated by the network. The main advantage is that a 

viewer remains on-site, viewing the network’s ads and not someone else's. Information is a 

valuable commodity in e-commerce and it is a sound strategy to retain viewer attention on 

a proprietary site. [ FIGURE 7 ]
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	 Presently all the major documentary networks provide select syndicated content 

through portals like Hulu and Netflix. Discovery is the only brand which does not offer full-

length viewing on tis own web portal.  Discovery makes an interesting case to focus on for 

the difficulties in dealing with documentary programming on the mobile internet. 

 Discovery’s assets are traditionally marketable worldwide but has in recent years, 

been moving more towards time-sensitive reality based programming to meet the trend of 

economic hardship. the shelf life of these programs requires more domestic and immediate 

release than its nature programming. 

 Discovery does make some popular titles available on Netflix like its direct competitors. 

[ FIGURE 8 ] The biggest differentiating factor for Discovery’s impressive media portfolio is 

it’s massive and profitable overseas market, its existing presence in over 180 countries and 

operations in place to broadcast, license and market media assets in those target markets. 

Controlling streaming content online may be difficult and limiting content regionally may be 
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a strategic difficulty depending on contracts and relationships with certain countries. 
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grated Web Portal 
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Ad Breaks

  It may be a strategic choice to limit their online syndication in the hopes of selling 

DVD or sending viewers to syndicated broadcasts on one of their other channels. Relying 

on people having cable subscriptions that carry all of their channels or the willingness of 

their viewers to purchase or rent may be a huge risk.  Discovery also demonstrated its tight 

control over its on-line content by demanding it’s content be removed from Time Warner’s 

iPad  streaming app71.  

	 This should be viewed from a few perspectives. First from the perspective of the 

customers, who do not always care where their content is coming from as long as it is 

convenient. In this situation they must be subscribers to both cable and internet service 

and be using the application in their home. Pulling channels may not have seemed fair at 

the time, and it may not have been. 

 From Time Warner’s perspective, they are paying Discovery networks fees to carry 

several of their channels to deliver to their cable subscribers. Limiting this service to 

subscribers to both cable and internet in-the-home protects the signal from getting carried 

away to anyone, but it also increases the value of their internet service, attracting more 

customers. 
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 Discovery Network’s perspective is that there is no new licensing agreement in 

place to serve their channel via an online platform; since the only recipients of this 

application require subscriptions to both cable and internet this may actually be a 

reasonable position to take. 

The Future of Documentary Television 

	 There are high exit barriers to anyone who would like to aggressively test the 

markets of off-channel distribution. The future will be wrought with competition from 

internal and external sources. For these networks existing customer (billing) relationships 

are through the cable companies. Due to the unique structure of these business 

relationships any disruption in the flow of communication could risk entire partnerships.

	  As these new distribution options become better equipped to make the content 

providers tangible profits, media companies with specific audience segments may gain 

bargaining power over their distributers by offering the means to reach demographics 

which may not have adopted these technologies otherwise. 

	 Documentary programming has the unique potential of drawing very specific niche 

audiences to these new distribution networks. Generally the audiences of these networks 

are more affluent, and more likely to invest in consumer technologies to receive off-channel 

and alternative cable streams. Cable networks must also be prepared to reach the market 

segments making the choice not to pay for cable services and going straight to cable 

alternatives. 

	 Depending on its content it also has very unique and powerful custom advertising 

possibilities that scripted and purely entertainment reality programming does not have. 

Vertically Integrated web portal  allow networks a number of program-specific cross-

advertising possibilities that can not occur on a traditional television ad. 

	 The viewer gains the ultimate bargaining power because it is their attention, time 

and money which will be increasingly more difficult to command. The viewer will also 

become more responsible for making programming choices. With the gates open to a 

presumably neutral internet, a user can subscribe to channels they want and not just a 

utility that will provide them 300 channels they can not watch simultaneously. 

 We will experience a period of growth where the cable operators will try to maintain 

the old system while reaching out into new applications. We will also experience various 
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groups begin making regulatory maneuvers in washington. We will most likely witness 

these cable networks then make a push around the same time to demand their right to 

control their own digital broadcast rights.  The networks must strategize and position 

themselves where they can be consumed by new media consumers and that’s the bottom 

line.
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Epilogue

So Now What? 

	 There is a complex ecosystem in place involving not only the Cable Networks and 

Cable Operators, but also the channels which the networks represent, the content 

producers of which those channels are comprise, the advertisers who drive the revenue 

and countless employees involved with affiliates to each.  What we are currently witnessing 

is a disruption to this ecosystem by the introduction of technology that could allow for 

more streamlined delivery of content. 

	 Streamlined delivery would mean more cost effective delivery to the consumer, 

more choice, more delivery options and more control for content owners in terms of digital 

rights. On the other hand, cutting out the middle men also means potentially destroying 

the system that IS television. Aggressive exploration of vertically integrated web portals by 

every major cable network could be a disaster to the cable subscription model and send 

ad rates on television plummeting. 

 Unfortunately at this time the technology and the audience is not in the right place 

to properly replace the traditional system, and widespread industry migration has obvious 

strategic hazards. At the same time, there is no way to stop substitute offerings, and there 

is no excuse for acquiescing one’s digital rights to the Cable Services. If syndicated 

content is going to end  up online within 24 hours, which it will, it ought to be under the 

control closest to the proper copyright holder as possible. 

	 Moderation and temporal limitation seem to be an ongoing theme to appease 

Cable Services and television Advertisers alike. This careful balance with tempered (but 

bold) exploration into new online distribution models will prepare adventurous networks for 

a day when the audience, the technology and the world is ready to cut the chord 

collectively and move on. 
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